
USER MANUAL

TOURBILLON WITH THREE GOLD BRIDGES LADY



INSTRUCTION FOR USE

WINDING

The self-winding system keeps your Tourbillon fully wound if you wear it at least 14 hours a day.  
If your watch has not been worn for some time, rewind it manually.

Crown in two positions:
0. Manual-winding position (crown not pulled out).
 1. Time setting position (crown fully pulled out).

Manual-winding:
Your watch requires regular winding to work normally. To wind, turn the crown backward and 
forward when it is in position 0). When fully wound, your watch has a power reserve of minimum 
50 hours.

Warning: do not force the crown once the resistance increases as this could damage the 
movement.

SETTING THE TIME

 1. Pull your crown out to the time setting position 1).
2. Turn your crown until the hour and minute hands are set 5 minutes before the exact time. 
3.    To set the seconds hand, first let the tourbillon cage turn until it reaches the 60-seconds 

mark, then hold it there by turning the crown very slightly in a counterclockwise direction. 
At the time signal, move the minute hand forward until it has reached the exact time; then 
push the crown back in position 0). Your watch will restart immediately.

Warning: after making any setting, always return the crown to its original position, to preserve 
the water resistance of your watch and prevent any damage to the mechanism. To do so, press 
the crown against the case in position 0).



FUNCTIONS

a | Hours
b | Minutes
c | Tourbillon
d I Small seconds on the tourbillon

GIRARD-PERREGAUX GP09600
SELF-WINDING MECHANICAL MOVEMENT 

Diameter: 32.00 mm (141/4‘’’)
Frequency: 21,600 Vib/h – (3 Hz)
Jewels: 31
Power reserve: minimum 50 hours
Functions: tourbillon, hours, minutes, small seconds on the tourbillon

CASE 

Diameter: 38.00 mm
Crystal: anti-reflective sapphire
Case-back: sapphire crystal
Water resistance: 30 meters (3 ATM)
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www.girard-perregaux.com


